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Report:

The aim of experiment CH-475 performed at ESRF on beamline ID22 during April 1998
was to dose trace metals of economic interest such as Gold trapped in microscopic (20-50
l,trn) individual fluid inclusions and to perform 2-D maps of element distribution with high
, sensitivity (below 1 ppm) and high spatial resolution (few microns).
~This experiment was a continuation of an experiment performed on beamline ID 22 during
~July 97;while still in commissioning (see report of experiment CH-223). At the time the
report of CH-223 experiment was writen, most of the results were still under treatment
and we were not able to confirm or infer that the correction procedure developed by
Philippot et al. (1998) could provide reliable quantitative analysis. The results of this
experiment, which confirm that concentration estimates of trace metals in fluid inclusion is
possible- using highly intense synchrotron source, have been presented in 3 international
meetings (Ménez et al., 1998a, b; Philippot et al., 1997, 1998 a, b) and should be published
experiment CH-223, the limit of detection was of the order of 100 ppm for trace metal
During experiment CH-475, the use of a Fresnel zone plate ensured focusing of
studied are from natural quartz-bearing rocks collected in different gold deposit (France,
PortngaI, Switzerland, Columbia and Brasil).

The figure below shows a X-ray spectrum obtained for a 10 min acquisition time on a
single fluid inclusion from the Pont-de-Rastel gold deposit, France. This is the only
spectrum showing Au X-ray peaks we were able to obtain from this sample and among all
other samples analyzed. This suggests either that the analysis correspond to a micro-grain
of gold trapped within the inclusion or in the host quartz but at a different depth below the
fluid inclusion, or that we were not able to identify with certainty the population of fluid
inclusions containing gold in solution. No gold inclusion has been identified in the fluid
inclusion or the host mineral using an optical microscope. In order to determine if the gold
signal could correspond to a grain of gold (yet invisible by optical means) two orthogonal
scans and a 2D map were performed across and above the inclusion. Results of this
investigation clearly indicate that the counting rate was maximum above the inclusion, thus
arguing that the gold is present within the inclusion.
The results presented above were obtained on April 20 during the afternoon and we thus
lacked time to investigate in greater detail other samples. Although very promising, the
results need to be reproduced before any definite conclusions can be drawn.
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